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1 - Rubber-band Crisis

Part 1: The rubber-band crisis
Anime/Manga: Shinzo, Shaman King, Rave Master, Yu Yu Hakusho, Dragonball Z/GT, Beyblade:
G-Revolution, FullMeatal Alchemist, and Yu-Gi-Oh!
Vid. Games: Kingdom Hearts

Note~ Only 2 characters from each show will appear in these stories and notice that their clumsy
because their ALL like 3-year-olds.

*At Mushra's Sleep over *

All Babies: *standing in a room filled with bags of rubber-bands *

Mushra: ^-^ *grins deviously *

Sango: ??

Mushra: *shoots a rubber-band at Sango*

Sango: *gets poped on the foerhead * Ow. >.<

Yusuke: *Picks up a band * RUBBER_BAND WARR!! ^.^ *gets popped *

Yusuke & Sango: MUSHRA!! *they both point bands at Mushra *

Mushra: O_o;

Yusuke & Sango: *fire at Mushra *

Mushra: YIPE!! *get popped twice at the same time *

Goku: *walks in casually * I'm hungry. *pop * Owwwww….

Yoh and Ren: *intagrate with the kid versions of Amidamaru and Bason *

Amidamaru: *forgets he's dead and tries to shoot rubber bands * Dang it .>.<

Yoh: Why don't we just do Sprit Unity?

Amidamaru: Yay!

Yoh: Amidamaru, Spirit Form, UNITY!!

Amidamaru: *goes into Yoh *

Yoh/Amidamaru: *shoots and dodges bands *

Ren: *Acts all cool *

Vegeta: Hump.Fools. *pop * KAKAROOOTT!!!!

Goku: 0-0

Yusuke: *Shoots Hiei * : p

Hiei: *Gets pissed * AAAAAARRR!! *chases Yusuke *

Haru(The Rave Master): *POP! * Oww…

Musica: Heeheehee..

Haru: MUUSICAAAAA!! *Shoots him with double-rubber band power! *

Musica: O.o;

Tyson: *Lets it rip *

Kid Dragoon: *makes the worst, most wimpy tornado you'll ever see * O_O; *stops spinning *

Tyson: -_-;

Kai: U suck.

Tyson: *Pops Kai * ^_^

Kai: >_-- AAAAAAAAAAARRRRGGGHH! TYSON!

Tyson: Haw Haw.

Kai: *pops Tyson *

Edward (The Fullmetal Alchemist): *Turns rubber-bands into those cool rubber-bands that look like
airplaines that you put on ur fingure and let it fly (U get them at the dentist sometime) *

Alphonse(Ed's brother): ^_^ *rubber-bands fly at him, but the don't work and just repel them back were
they came from * (he IS a suit of armor)

Ed: *gets a evil look on his face * HoHoHo..

Al: He's thinking of something evil to do.

Ed: *smiles inoccently *

Al: -_-;

Ed: *turns part of the ground into a cannon *

Al: Here we go..

Ed: *shoots the crap out of the BeyBlader's *

Tyson and Kai: -_-;

Kid Dragoon & Kid Dranzer: *cough, cough *

Tyson: Heeheehee…

Kai: ??

Kid Dragon: *giggles *

Tyson: *whispers something to Kai *

Kai: *smiles and makes a “Hmp” noise *

Tyson: *runs up to Ed * Hey! ED! We give up, OK?

Ed: VICTORY!!!!! *does the Victory Sign *

Tyson: ^_^

Ed: ??

Kai: *Walks up and lets it rip right in front of Ed's face *

Ed: O.O *tries to do Alchemy, but doesn't have his right arm any more!! *

Tyson: *runs away with his arm *

Ed: *tries to get Tyson but is stopped when Kid Dragoon & Kid Dranzer bite his leg off *

Al: *gets hit over the head by Kai * @_@

Ed: Dang it..

The Bladers: *high-five each other *

Tyson: Cool!

Yugi: *gets hit and falls over* Ack..

Yami: AIBOU! *gets mad *

Yugi: I'm OK, Yami.

Yami: Good. ANYBODY that touches Yugi gets it!!!! *the Millenium eye appears on his foerhead *

Everyone except Yugi: *GASP! * *backs away *

Yugi: ^_^

Yami: Good. *the Eye goes away *

Every except Yugi: *Starts firering bands again *

Sora: *pop * OUCH! WHAT WAS THAT FOR?!

Riku: I dunno.

Sora: Grrrrrrrrrrrrr..! *pops Riku *

Riku: What?!

Sora: That's what.

Riku: ????

*The door knob starts to turn *

Everyone: EEEP! O_o; *goes to bed. Yami goes into the puzzle *

Sora, Yami, Sango, Kai, Haru, Ed and Yusuke's Moms/Dads: *thinks their all sleeping *

Sango's mom: Aawww….Look at my Sango! Isn't he CUTE?

*snikers arise from the room *

Sango: -_-;

Yami's Mom: *turns the light off * Let's go.

Haru's dad (Gail ): Yah..

*They all leave *

Mushra: HAHAHHAHAHAHA!! *gives Sango a nuggy * Haha! Awwww~ “Isn't my Sango the cutest!?”

Sango: SHADDUP!

Yugi: *giggles *

Sango: *pops him *

Yugi: @_@

Yami: *comes out of the puzzle *

Everyone except Yugi and Sango: *GASP! **backs away and leaves Sango all by his lonesome *

Yami: *walks right past everyone, opens the fridge, gets some milk, and goes back into the puzzle *

Sango: -_-;; Whew..

Mushra: What was that?

Kai: I think he was..

Haru: SLEEP WALKING?? Hahahahhaha!!

Musica: Oh, man! The future Pharoh sleep walks?! This is great!We should take a picture! Hahahha!

Tyson: Zzzzzzzzzzzzz…..

Sora: hehehe…

Riku: *smiles *

Yoh: Wow.So he does to?

Amidamaru: -_-;

Ren: *smiles to himself *

Bason: HehHeh.

Tyson: *rolls out of his bed * O.O Aak! Ouch…

Everyone(except Tyson): *BUST out laughing *

2 - Part 2: Jacked-up Showdown

Part 2: Jacked-up Showdown

Mushra: YAY! I can do HYPER FLAME!!! ^-^

Sago: Yah…And I can swim.

Mushra: *giggle* Wanna see??? HYPER FLAME!!! *goes into hyper-mode with out burning himself *

Sago: -_-

Mushra: You still can't swim, can you?

Sago: `CAN TOOOOO!!

Mushra: *shurgs * if You say so.

Kai: Hump. A phoenix that can't even fly.

Mushra: *hits Kai with the other end of his spear * Atleast my phoenix power doesn't suck
TAMAGOS(eggs)!!!

Kai: OUCH! You want a piece of me?!

Kid Dranzer: *cries *

Kai: *pats Dranzer on da back *

Mushra: *thinks * Yes.

Kai and Mushra: *Get into the ring *

Haru: Here are da rules: No poking in the eye or in the wrong places.

Everyone else: *stare at Haru *

Haru: *blinks * What?? Just sayin'…

*Battle starts *

Kai: KAMEHAMEHAAAAA!!!!!! *does the Kamehameha wave *

Mushra: *dodges *

Goku & Vegeta: O.O;

Vegeta: WTH?!!

Goku: *faints *

Mushra: GIVE ME THE FIRE OF THE PHEONIX!!! *Makes a fire-twister fly out of his hands *

Ren: Atleast he uses his own attacks.

Mushra: RAPID TEMPO!! *does rapid tempo assault *

Ren: O_O *gets pissed *

Yoh: You need to calm down.

Amidamaru: *floats around *

*The battle keeps on going *

Haru: Ok.....THAT'S ENUFF!!!

*No one listens *

Haru: EXPLOSION!!!!

*KAABOOOOOOOOOM! *

Mushra & Kai: EEP! *stands attention *

Haru: OK then. I just wanted to say that, Of course you are using attacks from many different TV
shows..All written by different peoples..Aren't those moves copyrighted?

Everyone else: O.O;

3 - The Yami's meet their matches!

-The Yamis meet their Matches!!-

Solo: Konichiwa!We're taking a break from embarrassing the babys(Babies: Whew…!) So THEY ARE
NOT BABIES IN THIS FICTION! Welcome to the Yamis meet their matches! Tottally sponsed by
Yu-Gi-Oh(not)! I'm your host, Solo!

Caliber: and I'm your co-host, Cali.

Musha: Im the dis-claimer person! Solo dosen't own any one but herself, me and Caliber.

Solo: The Hikaris (Yugi, Bakura, and Marik) have caught on tape raw footage of their Yamis(Yami, Yami
Bakura, and Yami Marik or Malik) getting beat up! OMG! What magic will their foes use? How will the
three Masters of the Shadow Realm fall? Watch to find out!
Yugi: ^______________________________^

Marik: *whips out a video camera*

Bakura: *smiles innocently*

Yami: *twitches*

Yami Bakura: *growls*

Yami Marik: *hides his face in his hands*

Solo: Aaaaaaand here's our first clip, Yami Baky meets….(drum roll)the dreaded(more drum
roll)…TOASTER! DOM DOM DOOOOM!!

Every one else (except YB): *sarcastic gasp*
(video starts)

Setting: Bakura's House, 11: 37 am

Bakura: *walks down the stairs and sees his yami starring at a toaster in the kitchen*

Yami Bakura: *stares at the toaster intensly*

Bakura: *runs up stairs and comes back with a video camera*

Yami Bakura: So, You have come back!

Toaster: *glitters*

Yami Bakura: *narrows his eyes*

Toaster: *glitters*

Bakura: *zooms in on YB's eyes and then the toaster to make that “special effect” that they have in
show-downs*

YB: *sweat drops*

Toaster: *glitters*

YB: Gr..! *runs at toaster, but trips over his own 2 feet*

Toaster: *glitters*

YB: *gets up quickly* So you had your magic trip me?! H-Hahaha! I am the great Bakura, King of
Thieves! No one shall trip me!!!

Bakura: *puts his hand over his mouth and closes his eyes to keep from laughing*

YB*blast the toaster with shadow magic*

Toaster: *…glitters*

YB: *anime vien/anger mark* GAWD! I HATE THIS THING!!!!

Toaster: *guess what? It glitters some more!*

YB: *Lunges*

Toaster: * “Trips” him with it's cord, then…glitters*

YB: *picks it up and throughs it out it out the window* Ha..Ha..*falls over sweating*

Bakura: *closes the little flip out-thingy on the camera then walks slowly up to his room and shuts the
door lightly*

YB: (who is still on the floor) *hears VERY loud laughter coming from up stairs* ??? *squints out of
tierd-ness* Ha..ha…ha…ha….

Toaster: (Outside, in the bush) *glitters*

*end of clip*

Everyone(Except YB): O.O HHAHAHAHAHAA!!!!

Yami: HAHAHAHA!

Solo: And next up….Yami!

Yami: HaHa-Whaa…?

Solo: *pops in a video tape*

((video starts))

Setting: Yugi's grandfather's Shop, 2: 56 pm

Yugi: Yami get up. I need you to wash the clothes while I cook.

Yami: *is laying on the bed, re-arranging their deck* ...Why…?

Yugi: *throughs a frying pan at him* BECAUSE I'M COOKING!

Yami: OUCH!! *rubs the back of his head and looks over his shoulder* Okay, Okay…*hops up and sticks
their deck in his pocket*

Yugi: You do remember everything I taught you about the washing machine, DON'T YOU?

Yami: *takes the clothes basket from him* Sure, Sure.

Yugi: All right…

Yami: *marches of down the hall like he's on some kind of mission*

Yugi: *giggles* Ooops, did I forgot that we ordered a pizza? Silly me *Takes a video camera out from
under the bed*

Yami: *in the laundry room* Now…What did Aibou(partner) say that Tsp. stand for?? Oh, I don't think it
matters…*dumps the whole box of laundry detergent in the washing machine* I really don't like
machines…

Washing Machacine(WH): *makes weird noises*

Yami: *doesent notice and dumps the whole basket in*

WH: *to full*

Yami: *continues to not notice, and reads the back of the detergent box*

Yugi: *giggles and then sees the WH and rolls his eyes*

Yami: *throughs a million fabric softner sheets in the WH and crams the door shut*
Yugi: *shuts the already mostly closed-door VERY quietly and waits*

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..Ya
................................................................ *KAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAABBBBBBBBBBOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOM!*

Yami: *screams*

*8 minutes later, the doorbell rings*

Yami: *is cleaning up the mess in the laundry room with Dark Magcian helping*

*ring….ring ring…RIIIIIIIING*

Yami: *gets ticked, runs down the stairs, throughs open the door and says* WHAT THE CRAP DO YOU
WANT?!!

Pizza Guy: Uh…You o-o-ordered a p-p-iza….? *shakes*

Yami: *snatches the pizza from him and throughs a Egyptain gold coin at him,them slams the door in his
face…Then suddenly remembers a sharp pain and Yugi saying “BECAUSE I'M COOKING!”*

Yugi: *bust out laughing on the couch while watching the re-run of his poor partner*

Yami: AIBOU!! *chases him*

Yugi: *gets up and runs, still laughing and crying*

Yami & Yugi: *run all over the house*

((Video ends))

YB: H-HAHHA!! What an Aihou(“fool”)!”

Yami: SHAT UP! AT LEAST I DIDN'T GET BEAT UP, BAKA(“idiot”)!

Everyone else: *laughs*

Solo: OK, last clip, presented by Mr. Marik Ishtar!

YM: Oh GAWD NO!

Marik: Hai, Aibou! HAVE FUUUN!~*heart*
(((Video Starts)))

Setting: The mall, 2: 20 pm

Marik: I'm going to go to Khol's, are you coming?

Yami Marik: NO.

Marik: Ok, DON'T GO ANYWHERE. *walks off*

Yami Marik: *sticks his tounge out at him* >:P

Marik: I saw that.

YM: *flinches, which makes him bite his tounge, which makes him cry*

Marik: *laughs and keeps walking*

YM: Duat! (Egyptain for “underworld”) *looks around* Ooooh, wots that? *sees the escalator*
Moving…stairs?? *looks around for his Hikari*<.< >.> *walks over to the up-escalator and gets on*

*at the top*
YM: Cool…*goes down the down-escalator* COOL! *thinks for a sec, then goes over to the down
escalator and goes up* Heh..

Random people who just happen to be going the right way: *move out of his way/ jump/ back-up against
the wall/ get mowed like their lawns*

YM: *plows some folks over and then goes down the up escalator, plowing even more folks over*

YM: *does this several times, until he gets his cape stuck*

Person: *walks by*

YM: *Grabs him and tries to get out, unfortanetly, that person who just happens to be Yami Bakura,
weighs the exact same weight and get dragged down*

YB: AAH! *gets stuck by his hair*

YM: (who also is now stuck by the hair) *racks the escalator with the Millenium Rod*

Both: *blast it with shadow magic*

Escalator: *stops*
Both: *get un-stuck*

Yugi: (who is stand in front of a bench, had seen this whole event take place) *looks at Yami*

Yami: (who is standing behind him) *shrugs*

Marik: *comes out from behind a tree with a Khol's bag around his arm* Perfect! *closes the camera*

YB & YM: *look at him* !!!

All yamis: *think* MACHINES ARE THE SPAWN OF SET!

(((Video ends)))

Everyone(Except the yamis): HAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAHAHHAHAHAHAHAA!!!

Joey: (to the yamis) You 3 are great! *laughs*

YY, YB, & YM: *growl*

Tristan: (to the Hikaris) You 3 do good work! We are proud of you*laughs*

Y, B, & M: ^_________________________________^

Solo: Hahhaha…That's all folks! If u decide this is worthy of ur time, then tell us which of the 3 clips are
the funniest in ur comment, Please and Arigato! Ja Ne(good bye)!

4 - Kaiba's Turn!
Kaiba’s Turn!
Solo: OK! And where back! Next clip is………… Kaiba!
Yami: *stands up* YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY!!!
Everyone else: *look at him*
Yami: O_O *sits down with his hands in his lap*
All the yamis: *act all HAppY*
Caliber: OOOOOOOOOH KAIBA!!
*2 strong guys come in carrying Kaiba by the arms*
Kaiba: LET GO OF ME!! I CAN FIRE YOUR BOSS YOU KNOW!!!!*shakes his head insanely*
Two guys: *drop him on the couch next to Yami*
Yami: HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIISSSSSS!! *goes on theother side of Yugi*
Yugi: ^_^; Hullo Kaiba!
Kaiba: *ignores Yugi and hisses back at Yami*
Solo: *racks them both w/ frying pans* No hissing u 2! *popsin a video*
*video starts*
Setting: Seto Kaiba’s mansion, 12:08 pm
Yugi: *shows up at Kaiba’s house with a retarded smile onhis face*
Kaiba: *opens the door* what do you want?
Yugi: Can I come in?
Kaiba: No.
Yugi: *walks in* Um…can I use your bathroom?

Kaiba: No.
Yugi: OK! *prances off to the bathroom* OOF! *trips*Owies...*gets up and keeps skipping*
Kaiba: >__________< *anime vein*
10 minutes later……..
Yugi: His house is too big. *goes into bathroom* OK, Yami.
Yami: *comes out the Puzzle with a video camera* Good.*takes over Yugi’s body* BAKURA!!
*a hand comes into the window*
Yami: *opens the window*
Yami Bakura: I'm here. *climbs in* Ok what now?
Yami: You might wanna get Ryou to do this. He’s smaller thanyou.
YB: fine.
Both: *come out and walk down the hall to find Kaiba*
YB: *sees a vase* Ooooh… *hides it under his coat*
Yami: OK, tomb robber, their he is.*points down the stairs*
YB: *turns into Bakura and put the vase back. Then changesagain and takes it again*
Yami: *watches them change back and forth and put the vaseback in forth* -_Yugi: *appears behind him* -__-;
Bakura: (inside the Ring) *slaps YB and the hand* Stop that.
YB: Ouch…! *stops and lets him take over*
Bakura: *runs down stairs* HII!!
Kaiba: OO How the hell did you get in??! My security forcesshould’ve fried you!
Bakura: *changes into YB* Oh, you mean those 5 fences and 20guards? Really? I thought they were
just there for decoration. *laughs maniacallyand changes back* Um…*looks around* Sorry…*all the
sudden goes under Kaiba'strench coat and pops up in the back of his collar* Wow, Kaiba, u could
carryMokie around in here.

Kaiba: ..... O__O! GET OUT! *shakes*
Bakura: WEEEEEEEE!! This is fun! *kicks Kaiba* FASTER!!Yami, are you getting this?
Yami: *comes down w/ a video camera* Yup! ^______^
Bakura: DANCE KAIBA, DAAAAAMCE! *turns into YB and kicksKaiba a million times*
H-HAHAHAHAHAHA!
Kaiba: *tries to get him out by shaking (which looks A LOT dancing)*
YB: *changes* Um...THIS IS STILL PRETTY FUN!! *waves*
Kaiba: *shakes*
---Later--Yami: Wow, this is fun ~~! *edits it on the computer to makeBaky disappear, and puts a disco ball and
lights in the BG*
Yugi: *takes over, then makes copies and gives them toanyone he sees*
Joey: I’ll take FIVE!!! *laughs so hard he’s crying*
*video ends*
Everyone (except Kaiba…When has he ever laughed?): *laughstheir heads off*
Yami: *dies…again*
YB: Even if I hate working with the Pharaoh, that plan wasPERFECT!! H-hahahahahahaha!
Yami Marik: *can’t take any more*
Yugi: *high-fives Yami while laughing*
Bakura and YB: *do the secret handshake while laughing*
Joey: *puts Kaiba in a puppy suit* WOOOOOOO!! *laughs*
Kaiba: *can’t take all these insults*……………
Joey: Now bark, Kaiba!
Kaiba: *rips off the suit and starts foaming at the mouth* GRRRR….!
Solo: *hits him in the butt with a tranquilizer* Night-Night,crazy guy ^__^

Kaiba: Zzzzzzzzzzzz…*drool* @_@
Yami: Hey, Let me see that…*thinks of all the stuff he coulddo with it* ^________^
Bakura: Me after him! My house is running out of fryingpans!
YB: NO, DON’T GIVE IT TO HIM!!
Yami: *shoots him in the butt*
Bakura: Nice shot! ^__^
YB: X_x Zzzzzzzzzzzzzz…
Solo: Until next time! When Teafinally gets told what we all think off her friendshipspeeches!
^__________^
Caliber: Bye Bye everybodeh! Ja Ne!! *waves*
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